
Lecture 2

i(V) is not an algebraic set:problem. -S
↑(v) =2x +03

semialgebraic set

3.Semialgebraic sets ujumping between R and R

Def:a basic semialgebraic setSCRis the solution
setofa system ofpolynomial (inequalities:

S =Ex=R"(A,(x)D0, ...,fx(x)03
where 1, eR[x] and De s-, =, >3 Fi.

Def:a semialgebraic set is a finiteunion of basic
semialgebraic sets.
B

equivalently:a semialgebraic setis a Bodean
combination (n,v,r) ofpolynomial
(in) equalities.

Examples:· non-basic: ED, 1,00ne
(RY

· basic: 02.
Projection theorem ScR" semidlgebraic. Leti:R"*R"-

ection onto the first a coordinates. Thenbe the proj
F(S) is semialgebraic.

-- no easy proof



Afew more facts about semialgebraic sets:
·the Minkowskisum ofsemidly, sets is semialy.
· the product ofsemidly. Sets is semidly.
· interior, closure, boundary ofa semialy. Set is semialy.
· a semidly. Set is the projection ofan algebraic set

Def:a map f:R"+R" is semialgebraic if

graph (A) < RxRM

is a semialgebraic set.

Exemples: · f(x) eR[x]

· f(x)= , p,9eR[x]
· f(x) = X

· f(x) =1 x11

· NON-EXAMPLES:f(x) =coS(x)

f(x) =e

Some properties:

· sum of semialgebraic maps is semialgebraic
· composition ofsemialgebraic maps is semialgebraic
· preimage of semialg. setunder semidlymap is semialy.
· image ofsemialy. Setunder semialy, map is semialy.



4. Tarski-Seidenberg
Example:S =[x,0, x +y2 - 1 =03cR

Sy =2y2 - 1 -33cR

Then, I x s.t. (x,y)eS => yeSy

Back to a real closed field R.

Def: a formula with coefficients in the ring Ais constructed
as follows:
· given AeACX,...,xn], A50 is a formula
· given the formulas diy also bar, buy, id are formulas

. given the formula b, also 7x: D,Fx:d are formulas
↳
quantifiers

Theorem (Quantifier elimination):b formula with coefficients
-

in the ring Acontained in the real closed field R. Then
there exists a quantifier-free formula inwithcoefficients inA
such thatfor every xeR", b(X) is true iff PCX) is true.

-lary:Letbbe a formula withcoefficients in ACR. Then
ExtR" /b(X) true] is semialgebraic.

Even stronger, the following is the Tarski-Seidenberg principle
or the Transfer principle, which allows to more between
different real closed fields.

Theorem:Let (A,) be an ordered ring with AcRe, ACR2-

where R: are real closed fields extending "s"Ifb is a
formula with coefficients in A, then b is true in RI iffit is
true in RC. owe can always assume A =L,Q

↳otherversion:Letsinsemidgebesi definedoverthem5?e
-
C
true (with the same Syl for all real closed fields R



5. Cylindrical algebraic decomposition

Emmet
Goal: explicitdescription ofEA,0, fzt, o, fat,o
↓
· divide the x axis into cells
· sample one point in each cell and subdivide the vertical
line into cells -> this is consistent inside one cell

· check sign patterns
same in R

or stratification -

I a cylindrical algebraic decomposition of RTheoremten,..., E, where I:is a partition of"into
semialgebraic sets,"cells oflevel", such that

· a cell See is either a point or an open interval ;

· :tS=2:there are finitely many continuous semialy
functions Ye, ...,Y: S -R such that the cylinder
SxRcRitis a disjoint union of cells ofCiti, namely:

· either the graph ofsome 4;:[(x,y)eSxR 1y =4;(x3,

· or the band between 4; and it:
[(x,y) eSxR(Y;(x)<y < 4;x,(x)3.

us each cell of a CAD is homeomorphic to (0,1)"
Chere (0,1)=2p+3) *

via a semialgebraic function

Def:a CAD adapted to a semialgebraic setscR" is a
CAD ofR" such that S is a union ofcells. I
↳ it exists S! same for more sets

my in each cell, the polynomials defining I have constant
sign (30,0, =0)



Computationally there are algorithms tocompute theCAD-
of a semialgebraic setScR"

↳ implementations in Maple, Mathematica, SageMath*QEPCAD
CylindricalDecomposition

↳ complexity: assume SCIR" defined by I polynomials
ofdegree atmost d. Then the

complexity is bounded above by
0(n)

(d.x)2
-

polynomial doubly exponential
in fixed dimension in the dimension

↳
in practice it is applicable only
in very small dimension

Other interesting topic:the ordering ofR induces a nice

topology on R"BUT this is not
true in general for a real closed field
(e.g., R Archimedean then R is

totally disconnected, Ca,b] notcompact
E

- semidgebraic topology
- semialgebraic dimension


